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The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING
CLUB has members of all ages, and
runs tramping trips every weekend,
ranging
from
easy
(minimal
experience required) to hard (high
fitness and experience required). We
also organise instructional courses
and hold weekly social meetings. We
have a club hut in Arthurs Pass and
have gear available for hire to
members. Membership rates per year
are $50 member, $70 couple, $30
junior or associate, with a $10
discount for members who opt to
obtain this newsletter electronically.
For more about how the club
operates, see the last two pages.

Obituary: Steve Berry
This month we were shocked to hear of the death of well known club member Steve
(“Possum Eyes”) Berry. See page 18 for a full obituary.

Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from Caltex Russley on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd. If the departure
point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton. Day trips usually
depart at 8am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on either Friday evening
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or Saturday morning.
New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or
contact the trip leader in advance.
CTC OVERDUE TRIPS: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about
a trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the
trip is delayed. Refer to the list of Club Officers on the back of the newsletter and on the
club website. Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists containing the
names and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This
will greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (DO NOT LEAVE MESSAGES). We recommend that concerned people
start with the Club Captain, then the Gear Custodian, then the Presidents, then the Trip
Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut - if no contact can be made then the
Police. Members (particularly Trip Leaders) please discuss this arrangement with your
loved ones so they are aware of this procedure.
Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the CMLC (Canterbury Mineral & Lapidary
Club) building at 110 Waltham Road, Waltham. This new building, beside and on the south
side of Waltham School, is about 100m south of the Brougham St/Waltham Rd
intersection. Waltham Road is the southern extension of Barbadoes Street. For a map go
to www.ctc.org.nz and click the Social Calendar link. A variety of social functions are
organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits served. If you can give a
presentation or have ideas, please phone Kay Taylor 03-3584580 or email
kaytaylor30@xtra.co.nz. Please note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if there is
a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8:10 pm sharp.
Wednesday 28 September

Club Night

Newsletter Folding Evening: Enjoy an informal evening chatting whilst helping with the
monthly newsletter folding. Discuss up-coming tramps with the trip organizers and put
your name down for trips. If you wish to show some photo’s of a recent trip the projector
and laptop are available for use.
Long Weekend: 30 September - 2 October
Depart Fri Evening 5pm
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: James Hopkins 022 026 0504
snikpohsemaj@gmail.com

Mt Pfiefer - Otira Arthur’s Pass: FRIDAY departure. This is
attempt 3 for me, having never left town the first time and never
left the road the second time. Hoping for better conditions this
time. Staying at the club hut Friday night will help facilitate an
early start. Approaching the peak via the known route of Paratu
Stream and Waharoa Saddle. Staying at the 2 bunk Biv, or
camping beside. Stunning views to be had from the peak at
sunset and sunrise. Returning same route. Probable snow so
appropriate snow gear and skills may be required, contact the
leader to discuss your skills. Carpooling in town to drive to Arthur’s
Pass Friday night - staying at CTC club hut.
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Grade: Moderate+
(requires
snow skills)
Closed: 22 Sep
Map:
BV20
Approx: $40 + hut
fee

Sunday 2 October

Leader: Bryce Williamson 351-6366
bryce.williamson68@gmail.com

Mt Enys: At 2194 m, Mt Enys is the highest summit of the
Craigieburn Range. To save some of the trudgery, we’ll try to get
access along the Porter Heights Skifield Road to the point where it
meets the Porter River. We’ll cross the river the ascend the doglegged spur over Pts 1531 and 1842 m to Pt 2029 m on the spine
of the range. From there is about 2.5 km north, over Pt 2046 m
and Carn Brae (2090 m) to the summit. We’ll return to Carn Brae
and then head east along Dead Man Spur, looking for a suitable
scree slope down to Enys stream, before contouring back into the
Porter River catchment. Here is an opportunity to bag four 2000-m
peaks in a single, moderate day.
Wednesday 5 October

Grade: Moderate+
Closes: 29 Sep
Map:
BW20
Approx:

Club Night

Wilding Pines - Where are we Going and Are We Winning?: Tonight we have a great
evening organised with Environment Canterbury staff Alison Bower and Land Resources
Ecology scientist Philip Grove, along with Maree Goldring and Jenny Ladley from the
Waimak Ecological and Landscape Restoration Alliance (WELRA). They will be talking on
proposed funding changes for wilding pine eradication, both regionally and in our patch,
the Waimak Basin. Wilding pine trees are threatening the unique landscape and native
flora & fauna of the Waimak high country, and the Mackenzie Basin, and tramping clubs
like ours are at the forefront of control work. Plus it is a very good fundraiser for outdoor
clubs. Come along and find out what’s in store for these unwanted pine trees and how we
can help.The Peninsular Tramping Club has been invited to the talk tonight, so please
everyone make them very welcome.
Long Weekend 7-9 October
Depart Fri Evening 7pm

Leader: Ruth Gray 021 079 4685 or 3745547
ruthterina@yahoo.co.nz

Lake Morgan: Lake Morgan is a stunning and serene alpine gem,
and only gets about 5 visits per year. This trip will leave Friday
night to stay in the club hut in Arthurs Pass. The tramp starts near
Moana at the Glorivale Christian community centre which gives
access to the Haupiri valley. From the Haupiri valley the track
climbs up and over the Brian O’Lynn and Mt. O’Shanessy tops
before dropping down to Lake Morgan Hut. The lake is an easy
half-hour walk from the Hut. The next day we will travel across the
tops and drop down to Cone Creek Hut in the Haupiri Valley. A
track has been recut here by Permolat in 2015 down to a scree
run that takes you to Cone Creek. From here the walk is out down
the Haupiri Valley.
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Grade: Moderate
Closes: 29 Sep
Map:
BU21
Approx: $45+$15
Hut Fee

Long Weekend 7-10 October
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Tomyu Hu 03 3433 887
tomyuhu@gmail.com

Almer Hut/Drummond Peak | Franz Josef Glacier, West Coast:
Almer Hut is an historic hut located on a bluff above Franz Josef
Glacier. This hut offers stunning views and is one of the truly
special huts in New Zealand. It’s a 3 day trip from either Friday to
Sunday or Saturday to Monday which ever is the better of the 3
days. So you will to take a day off work and have flexibility in case
the week day is moved or the trip is cancelled. We will helicopter
up to the hut. Day 1 Fly into Alma, Day 2, day trip to climb
Drummond Peak or relax around the hut. Day 3 fly out and return
home. Cost $174 for helicopter, plus 3 nights accommodation and
travel costs. Approximate cost $300. This trip is very weather
dependent and will only run if we can fill 2 helicopters each up
with 5 people. Ice axe and crampons required for everyone.
Anyone wanting to go beyond the hut will need a harness,
prussiks, carabiners and knowledge of glacier travel.
Saturday 8 October

Grade: Easy/Mod
(Requires
Snow Skills)
Closes: 29 Sep
Map:
BW16
Approx: Approx
$300

Leader: David Sutton 0211808081
Davidlsutton@yahoo.co.uk

Mt Stuart: Ascend the Mt Phipps ridge until we reach a point
where we can descend into the the littlevisited upper basin of
Pegleg Creek. From the saddle at the head of the creek it is a
straightforward climb to the top of Mt Stuart (1906m, around
1400m - 1500m total ascent). From there we will descend the
west ridge passing over Hills Peak and finally ending up near the
south end of the viaduct with a bit of a road bash back to the cars.
There are spectacular views looking down on the viaduct from
further down the ridge. At this time of year you will need to carry
crampons and an ice axe. Fitness and experience on snow are
essential
Saturday 8 October

Grade: Moderate+
Closes: 6 Oct
Map:
BV20
Approx: $35

Leader: Peter Coleman 03 335 0891
pfranciscoleman@gmail.com

Trig M - Lake Lyndon: Great views of snowy mountains and Grade: Easy/Mod
sparkling lake as we ascend to the ridge up to Trig M 1251m Closes: 6 Oct
(lunch). We then descend to the lake and follow along shore back.
Map:
BW20
Approx: $25
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Sunday 9 October

Leader: Michael Newlove, 07:30 am start
355-8360 newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Mystery Lake: This trip in the Hakatere Conservation Park will
start at the western end of Lake Clearwater and follow the Te
Araroa Trail to the Potts River. From there, follow the Mystery
Lake Track, gradually climbing in open tussock country above the
river escarpment to Mystery Lake at the foot of the Dogs Range.
Continuing down the glacial moraine, we rejoin the Te Araroa Trail
back to Lake Clearwater.
Wednesday 12 October

Grade: Easy+
Closes: 6 Oct
Map:
BX18
Approx: $30

Club Night

Who Needs A Swanky Stove When You’ve Got 2 Beer Cans!: Our very own and much
loved Chris McG will be showing us how to make a meths fuel burner using aluminium
cans. The bonus is you need to drink two can’s contents beforehand! Those who have
been on trips with Chris will have seen these little stoves in action, and been impressed
by their simplicity, efficiency and cheapness of construction! They make a lightweight
addition to your emergency equipment, as well as providing a quick brew on the go. Chris
will provide the basics, just bring your cans. The gossip has it that there is a competition
for the fastest construction and subsequent boiling of water, which will be conducted in
the gravelled car park.The judge’s decision is final (no bribes will be taken for this
illustrious award) and the first prize is a free place on a Tortis Tours trip!
Saturday 15 October

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Stony Bay Peak: We will start in Akaroa in the Rue Balguerie,
walk up the Mt Vernon Rd and then the Purple Peak Track up a
steep shingle road past a farm and up to a saddle. From there, a
short steep climb up the Summit Track takes us to Stony Bay
Peak ( 806m ) for great views of Akaroa Harbour and Otanerito
Bay. The return trip will follow the Tara Track, then Paripai Track
underneath the bluffs, rejoin Purple Peak Track back to Akaroa.

Grade: Easy Mod
Closes: 13 Oct
Map:
BX25
Approx: $20

INTRODUCING: The 2016 Bell Tea Tramping Series (starring Chris McGimpsey)
This will be a series of 4 day trips which will get progressively harder as the year proceeds,
finishing with a climb up Mt Somers. The trips can be done individually or as a complete series
designed to suit trampers who want to move up from easy to mod trips. All of the trips will be run at
an easy pace with plenty of scenery stops and a chance to boil the billy for an old fashion tramping
brew and long lunch in the sun.

Sunday 16 October
Departure point: Carpark at Sign of the Kiwi

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 3589125
judychris@xnet.co.nz

The 2016 Bell Tea Tramping Series #1: Sign of the Kiwi to
Sign of the Bellbird: A gentle walk up the track from the car park
along the top of the hill to the Sign of the Bellbird with great views
of the harbour and out to the mountains. After a lunch stop to boil
the billy we will loop around the bush track before returning back
the way we came.
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Grade: Easy
Closes: 13 Oct
Map:
BX24
Approx: $5

Wednesday 19 October

Club Night

Tramping (aka Backpacking) in Minnesota, USA: Tonight club member Josh Johnson
is going to show us some photos and videos of the hiking he did during his recent trip
back home to the USA, through Washington and in his home state of Minnesota. Come
and learn about some of the cultural aspects of Minnesota, as well as see some of the
sights that make it a beautiful place.
Long Weekend 22-24 October

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 3589125
judychris@xnet.co.nz

Hamilton Hut (Cass-Lagoon Track): Walk up the Cass River
(practising your river crossing technique) to the Cass Saddle
Shelter for lunch before heading over the saddle to the Hamilton
Hut. Sunday will be available for a lazy day reading a book in the
hut or day walk up into the Craigeburn range & along the tops
before returning to the hut via the river valley. Monday we will walk
out via the river valley to complete a good mix of tramping terrain.
Long Weekend 22-24 October
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade: Moderate
but at an
easy pace
Closes: 13 Oct
Map:
BW20
Approx: $35 + hut
fees

Leader: Ivo Rongen
rongen.ivo@gmail.com

Intermediate Alpine Skills Course: - External Instructor:
Returning by popular demand, we will be running an intermediate
snow craft course. This is a great opportunity for members who
want to improve their alpine skills, learn proper rope skills for
glacier travel, crevasse rescue and how to safely tackle steeper
snow routes. Please note that there is an approximate cost of
$250 per person for the course on top of travel and
accommodation costs. This is not a beginner’s course - you must
be confident using ice-axe and crampons. The date has not been
confirmed with the instructor but if you are interested, please
contact the trip organiser asap - first in first served. Last year this
course filled quickly!
Long Weekend 22-24 October Labour Day Weekend
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui
Mt Una - Lewis Pass: Una is the highest point in the Spenser
Range. The plan is to cross Maling Pass and climb via the tarn
north of Pt 1778, and Pt 2130. This has been done as a Hard twoday trip in the past, but with three days a gentler pace will be
possible. Mod/Hard. Requires snow skills and experience on
steeper terrain (eg. grade 1 routes). Departure point: Contact
leader
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Grade:
Closes: 13 Oct
Map:
Approx: $250

Leader: Eric Skea
skea.eric@gmail.com
Grade: ModHard
Closes: 13 Oct
Map:
BT23 BT24
Approx: $40

Sunday 23 October

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Mt Alford: At 1171m, this minor peak is in the Alford Range, half
way between Mt Hutt and Mt Somers. We will access it via an
easement across private land and then through the Alford Scenic
Reserve - small, but includes some good stands of beech. There
is a 4WD track up part of the way to 900m and then a route throgh
sub alpine vegetation to the summit which affords great views of
the surrounding area. 600m height gain and return the same way.

Grade: Easy Mod
Closes: 20 Oct
Map:
BX20
Approx: $20

Wednesday 26 October

Club Night

Newsletter Folding Evening: Enjoy an informal evening chatting whilst helping with the
monthly newsletter folding. Discuss up-coming tramps with the trip organizers and put
your name down for trips. If you wish to show some photo’s of a recent trip the projector
and laptop are available for use.
Saturday 29 October

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Mt Lyndon: Mt Lyndon overlooks Lake Lyndon just beyond
Porters Pass. Starting from the south western end of the lake at
the Lodge, we climb up to a ridge and follow that up to the summit
at 1489m. Great views of the surrounding area. The return trip will
descend to a low saddle and then follow a track back to the
Lodge. 700m height gain
Sunday 30 October

Grade: Easy Mod
Closes: 27 Oct
Map:
BW21
Approx: $20

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 3589125
judychris@xnet.co.nz

Tortis Tours #16: A chance to learn and practise some basic
bush craft skills and survival tips, in case you ever get "misplaced"
on a tramping trip. Due to popular demand this will be similar to
the earlier TORTIS tours run late last year. This is a interesting
way for new trampers to learn and refine the simple skills of route
finding, building a shelter, lighting a fire, what to do if the trip
leader is lost etc. Bring your normal day backpack, a big lunch and
a sense of humour, because everything else required for the
course will be provided. Each trip is restricted to a max of four
people.
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Grade: Moderate
but at an
easy pace
Closes: 27 Oct
Map:
Approx:

Wednesday 2 November

Club Night

The Summit Road Society: Guardians of the Port Hills: Tonight the secretary of the
Summit Road Society, John Goodrich, is talking about the Society’s history, vision, and
projects, both past and present. The SRS works "to enhance, preserve and protect the
natural environment, beauty and open character of the Port Hills for people to enjoy".
You’ll be amazed at what this voluntary group has achieved, and how much we owe the
Society for our walking access and nature reserves along the Crater Rim Walkway. The
SRS is involved in pest trapping, track maintenance, tree planting and research as well
as advocating for open space. Paul Tebbutt is the convener of the "East Enders" work
party and the group which manages Omahu Bush/Gibraltor Rock. He’ll be talking to us
about the group’s hands-on work. Like all voluntary groups, the SRS needs volunteers so
this is an opportunity to see what the Society does and if you can help in any way.
Saturday 5 November

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 3589125
judychris@xnet.co.nz

The 2016 Bell Tea Tramping Series: #2 Bealey Hut & Point
1581: [See intro on page 5]. Starting at the Bealey settlement
there is a steady climb up a lovely forested track, out on to the
tussock ridge with great views of the Waimakariri River valley &
surrounding hills. A hot brew & lunch stop at the Bealey Spur hut
before continuing on to Point 1851. Great views all round and
plenty of bird life to make the day’s exercise well worth while.
Wednesday 9 November

Grade: Moderate easy pace
Closes: 3 Nov
Map:
BV20
Approx: $20

Club Night

Tenure Review and Commercial Partnerships: A DOC Perspective. Tonight recently
retired DOC manager Richard Suggate will be talking about his experiences with tenure
review, and what it means for us as trampers. He will also touch on commercial
partnerships which is the way DOC is going in order to increase its funding. Fuller talk
details to follow.
Saturday 12 November

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Nikau Palm Gully: Here is your chance to see this little gem in
the Akaroa Heads scenic zone, with big cliffs, sea birds, palm
trees and more. The gully is acclaimed as one of the best forest
remnants in Canterbury with an amazing collection of huge nikau
palms. Approximately 12 kms of walking with some gently rolling
hills and great views of Akaroa Harbour. This is one of the few
peninsula tramps that gets you out close to the steep headlands
and bays with a good safe track all the way.
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Grade: Easy+
Closes: 10 Nov
Map:
BY25
Approx: $20

Sunday 13 November

Leader: Bryce Williamson 351-6366
bryce.williamson68@gmail.com

Bealey Hut - Blind Spurs circuit: details in next newsletter.

Grade: Moderate+
Closes: 10 Nov
Map:
BV20
Approx: $30

Wednesday 16 November

Club Night

Arctic Exploration with Heritage Expeditions: Tonight club member and
conservationist Chris Todd will be talking about his trip last August/September to the
Russian Far East Arctic as a guide for Christchurch-based Heritage Expeditions. Chris
traveled aboard the company’s ice-breaker, The Spirit of Enderby, and tonight he will
treat us with a rare glimpse into this wilderness and it’s amazing wildlife. I bought a map
specifically to see where Chris is, but it’s all in Russian so I’m none the wiser! But I can
tell you that they started and finished at the town of Anadyr which is only accessible by
air. It’s the last bay before the Bering Strait and Moscow is 8 time zones to the west.
They cruised through the Bering Strait as far as north as Wrangel Island in the Chukchi
Sea, encountering ice floes along the way. Zodiac landings were made where ever
possible (one of Chris’s jobs) along the coast to observe the wildlife, and they visited the
local villages and met the people. I also know Chris’s camera for wildlife shots was so
heavy I could hardly lift it! So I’m sure he’ll have some great photos to show us. More talk
details to follow nearer to the date.
Saturday 19 November

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 3589125
judychris@xnet.co.nz

The 2016 Bell Tea Tramping Series: #3 Woolshed Hill & tarns:
[See intro on page 5]. A steep climb up the track from the Hawden
shelter car parkout, then out of the bush and onto the scrubby
ridge leading up to the tussock tops. If the weather and time
permits we can proceed along the tops to the tarn tucked in
beside the bushline, before returning back down the hill the way
we came up.
Wednesday 23 November

Grade: Moderate easy pace
Closes: 17 Nov
Map:
BV21
Approx: $25

Club Night

We’re in the Cactus! Tonight Rob from Cactus Outdoors is coming to talk about the
company, which designs, manufactures and sells right here in Christchurch. They
produce a range of tough wearing, durable outdoor gear and are especially known for
their good range of packs and gaiters, trousers and jackets. Rob will be bringing along
some gear and will talk about the company’s history and gear range. They also make
casual urban wear with a difference: it won’t wear out. Come along tonight and discover
that this Cactus isn’t prickly at all!
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Saturday 26 November

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 3589125
judychris@xnet.co.nz

The 2016 Bell Tea Tramping Series: #4 Mt Somers: [See intro Grade: Moderate on page 5]. Leaving from the Sharplin Falls car park we head
easy pace
straight up the the track over Hookey Knob along the South Face Closes: 24 Nov
route to the top of Mt Somers for a brew, lunch & grand views
Map:
BX19
before returning back the way we came.
Approx: $25
Saturday 26 November

Leader: Eric Skea skea.eric@gmail.com

Basic Navigation Course: Eric will run a two-part training course
which involves building the skills required to safely navigate
through bush environments along formed tracks. It covers
essential aspects of navigation, such as map reading and
compass work. The first part of 2-hour session on Friday night
25th November (7 pm to 9 pm) will include the theoretical stuff in
which trip leader will give you information about basic navigation,
map reading, compass and GPS. The second part is field work in
which we’ll go out in the hills and practice all aspects of
navigation. You must attend the Friday night session in order to be
able to do the field work. You must also put your name on the Trip
list since this course fills rapidly.
Sunday 27 November

Grade: Training
Closes: 24 Nov
Map:
Approx: $15

Leader: Bryce Williamson 351-6366
bryce.williamson68@gmail.com

Mt Princess (postponed from August): Mt Princess is a high
peak (2126 m) north west of Lake Tennyson and directly north of
Maling Pass. Tucked into a cirque on its southern slopes, and
about 400 m below the summit, is a large and spectacular tarn
called Princess Bath. There is a prospect of driving up on
Saturday afternoon and either staying at Fowler Hut or camping
by Lake Tennyson with an early morning start or even camping at
the Bath. Ice axe and crampons may be needed. Helmets are
possibly sensible and you must be comfortable with scrambling.
Wednesday 14 December

Grade: Moderate+
(requires
snow skills)
Closes: 24 Nov
Map:
BT24
Approx: $40

Club Night

End of Year Christmas Function: Put this date in your calendar, it’s the Annual
Christmas Get-Together and the last social function of the year. To be held at the club
rooms, Warwick will be opening the doors at 6.00pm and members are asked to bring a
plate (with something yummy to eat on it!), and liquid refreshments of their choice. A nonalcoholic punch (of the liquid variety!) will be provided. Last year we had a great social
night. More details closer to the event.
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Multi day trip 28 January - 5 February
(exact dates will depend on weather/river flow)

Leaders: William King, Eric Skea
03 3578922 wchking@yahoo.co.nz

Terra Nova Pass to Mt Cook Village: An alpine tramp from
Mesopotamia, visiting the Neish ice plateau and the Murchison
Valley. With Mt Cook Village as the final destination to quench and
refuel. Proposed route: Day 1) Drive from Christchurch; Havelock
River to Black Mountain Hut or Growler Hut Day 2) St Winifred’s
Hut via Havelock Valley Day 3) Godley glacier via Terra Nova
Pass Day 4) Neish plateau - sightseeing or climbing Day 5)
Godley Hut (by traversing true left of the valley at ~1600m) Day 6)
Climb Armadillo Saddle and camp with views over the Murchison
Valley Day 7) Liebig Hut Murchison Valley Day 8) Mt Cook Village
via the scenic boats on the Tasman glacier lake Return by Bus to
Christchurch the following day. We will also be running training
trips to lead up to this alpine tramp. This trip is limited to eight
Trampers. Glacier rope skills and good fitness required.

Grade: ModHard
(requires
snow skills)
Closes: 19 Jan
Map:
Approx: $unknown

Trip Reports
11 September 2016

Mt White
13.7 km and 1200 m total ascent over 6 hours and 25 minutes.
The forecast for this tramp was nearly perfect – and so it turned out to be. Beautifully
warm spring weather with almost no wind and in tee shirts for most of the day; which made
it difficult to understand why only three people had signed up for the trip.
The drive in to Mt White station is pretty long one, with a substantial portion of it being in
the unsealed Mt White Rd. James picked me up at 7.30 am and we met Max at Sheffield
about 8.15. Two hours later, James’ BMW was parked at the western end of Lake Letitia
and we were making our way along a slippery, sodden farm road aiming for the southern
end of Mt White Spur.
After a couple of kilometres, we decided to take a short cut up through a copse of beech.
We hadn’t figured on a brief period of vigorous bush-bashing, but that was accomplished
with only minor scratches. We found ourselves on a small knob still about 400 metres
short of the spur, which could be gained only by crossing the thickly vegetated upper
reaches of Sailor Stream. A narrower and more gradually inclined ridge on the true right of
the stream looked to be much more inviting – and so it proved. In fact, if I were to do this
trip again, this alternative ridge would be my preferred ascent route, albeit after seeking a
more benign path through the skirt of scrub at its base.
As we ascended, the snow got deeper, which enhanced (much lighter) Max’s ability to
leave the other two of us in his wake. At 12.30 pm, having ascended about 750 meters
and still being about 150 meters below White Spur, we stopped for lunch. The weather
was entirely cloudless, but the slight hint of breeze was cool enough for us to throw on an
extra layer.
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After 25 minutes, Max was itching to get going, so off we headed over mostly snow-free
scree to the spur and then through shin-deep snow to the bowl just above Pt 1529 m. Max
had (again and unsurprisingly) got a fair way ahead of James and me, but we caught up
with him as he donned crampons at the base of a ~100 m climb. He had started that
ascent without crampons, but backed out when the hard crust of glassy sastrugi proved to
be more slippery than he was prepared to risk. (I was delighted to put on crampons –
having spent more money than seems sensible on a pair of Lowa Tibet GTX boots at the
beginning of winter I hadn’t yet had a
chance to test them with crampons.)
By the time that James and I had put on
our crampons and reached the large
plateau to the south of the summit, Max
had achieved that objective and watched
on from above as we plodded over the
400-or-so metres horizontal distance and
the lasts, steepish 40-or-so vertical
meters. The view from the top (1741 m)
was spectacular. There was just a hint of
a breeze, a very thin veil of high cloud
and a broad swath of a contrail from a
passing passenger jet.
James & Max on Mt White (1741m)

We dwelt at the summit for about 10
minutes, taking in and photographing the
scenery. Then we headed back, down the icy bits, continuing along White Spur and the
muddy farm track. Just after 4.30 pm, a couple of hours after leaving the summit, we were
back at the car in remarkably warm late sun.
This really was one of those perfect spring tramps – warm, but not hot, with just the right
amount of snow of just the right texture for easy cramponing. (I still can’t understand why
there were just three of us.) Thanks to James for organising, leading and driving.
Participants: James Hopkins (leader), Max De Lacey and Bryce Williamson
3-4 September 2016

Lake Clearwater and Mt Guy
A patient tramper fed up of the city, 2 slightly
broken trampers hoping to rehabilitate wounded
legs and a reluctant teenage tramper just wanting
to appease his mother set off on Saturday
lunchtime for a stroll around Lake Clearwater. The
sun shone and the wind blew. We were serenaded
by sky larks, grey warblers, mallards and paradise
shelducks. Snacks were shared and stories
exchanged. Occassionally limping was spotted but
we were determined and had gone the wrong way
round the lake to ditch early. We were back at the
car before the sun set and at a pace faster than the
DOC signage proposed it would take! Hooray! No increase in leg aching was reported but
perhaps this was bravado?
Karen’s bravery continued as she transported the hungry teenager back to Christchurch
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leaving me and Noel to camp for the night to make an attempt on Mt Guy on Sunday
before the rain arrived. An early start was ensured when the neighbouring toddler decided
to stroll around our little tent shortly after sunrise. We set off up Mt Guy at a fair pace up
the DOC track. Lunch was eaten at the top and descent was made down the less steep
end of Mt Guy towards the Te Araroa and Mystery Lake tracks. Going down is hard on
knees with broken ligaments so the route was completed at about DOC pace. We almost
avoided the rain but not quite.
The view from the top of Mt Guy was impressive. I recommend joining Mike Newlove on
his Mystery Lake trip next month to explore the unusual looking hills.
Trampers: Elizabeth, Noel, Karen, Kieran
18 September 2016

Mt Philistine
9.4 km and 1050 m total ascent over 7 hours and 10 minutes.
This trip had been scheduled by Eric on at least three previous occasions, but never
completed due to various confounding complications. On the Saturday evening, a
“moderate“ avalanche forecast for Arthurs Pass prompted an email from Eric to say that
the destination might be shifted to Mt Stuart. But by Sunday morning it had been revised
to “low” and Philly was back on.
We headed off from the Caltex Russley a bit after the intended 7 am start time, having
roused Greg by cell phone from his accidentally extended slumber (he said to go without
him). On the way across the plains we picked up first Clive, then Evan, to have three very
efficiently packed cars. Springfield was still sleeping, so we delayed our morning coffee
and sausage roll trip-break till Arthurs Pass Village.
About 9.20 am, we headed off up the Otira valley in near-full sunlight and hardly a breath
of wind. After 40 minutes, we were across the Otira footbridge and preparing for the climb
up the scree to the shoulder above Warnocks Knob. From about 1100 m, the snow cover
was fairly extensive, so out came the ice axes and the step plugging began.
At the top of the first climb, Eric decided that he was going to head straight up the bluffs.
The younger crowd joined him while the older, “done-it-before” of us sidled north to the
easier, safer and more conventional route. In fact the latter was pretty chocked with snow
and required lots of step plugging, initially by David Sutton and later by Clive. About half
way up, David and I abandoned the snow and took to the rocks.
Above the bluffs, the three groups congregated and stopped for a 20 minute morning
break. The clouds were thickening above ~2000 m, but it was still incredibly calm and
surprisingly warm; and the diffuse light reflecting off the snow gave a lovely light.
About midday, we headed off and up again, on reasonably firm snow of good plugging
quality, arriving near the base of the final pyramid at about 1 pm – time for a half-hour
lunch. The north-east face of the summit is prone to avalanches and was topped by a
moderate cornice, so Eric decided we should make our way up to a saddle overlooking
Rolleston Glacier then strike up the eastern ridge. We all donned crampons, reasoning
that it wouldn’t be fun to find, part way up, that they were needed. As it turned out, they
really weren’t necessary, although the last little step, to the climbers left of the summit
cornice, was a tad icy.
The view over the Rolleston Glacier from the saddle to the Otira Face of Mt Rolleston was
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quite impressive (in a sort of understated way), so many of us paused there for photos.
But not so two-tooled Damian, who led the way up the ridge kicking excellent steps as he
went. By 2.30 pm, we were collected at the summit, enjoying stunning views to the north
and west, to Mts Alexander and Barron, and to Tara Tama. Further west, near the coast,
there was some intriguing nephological activity that prompted discussions and theorising
amongst the amateur meteorologists. The conditions were still amazingly benign –
essentially no wind and even a hint or warmth from the diffuse sunlight scattered through
the clouds. So we lingered for half an hour.
The climb of slightly more than 1000 m over less than 5 km had taken us about 4 hours. It
didn’t feel anywhere near that long, probably because the conditions were so comfortable.
The descent, on the other hand, was much more rapid. Just 90 minutes after leaving the
summit, the bulk of the party was lounging beside the Otira River enjoying still-warm
conditions. In large part, the decent rate was facilitated by terrific knee-friendly bumsliding (or in Clive’s case, chest-sliding). The only relatively slow bit was through the
bluffs, which had to be down-climbed with a modicum of care, and which stretched the
party out over about 20 minutes.
By 4.30 pm we were back at the cars – then a short journey later we were at the Wobbly
Kea where various combinations of coffee, tea, beer, soup, chips and pizza were
consumed while Warwick calculated the costs.
After a pretty crappy tramping winter, this was my second excellent snow trip in eight days
– enough to inspire one to write trip reports! Thanks to Eric for the organisation and
excellent on-the-day leadership – and to Bill, Damian and Dave Selway for driving.
15 participants: Eric Skea (leader), Nick Edwards, Kayleigh Gilkes, Tom Hu, Warwick
Dowling, Andre Eger, Ruth Gray, Evan Davies, Damian Wilkinson, Peter Drinkwater, Bill
Johnson, David Sutton, Clive Marsh, David Selway and Bryce Williamson.
10-11 September 2016

Lake Stream
Lake Stream is as wet as it sounds
On Saturday morning 7.25am 6 out of 7 were ready to go at Z Papanui, number 7, our
second driver was impressed with herself as she was there only 1 minute late at 7.31am.
We were all happy she showed up!
After filling up the cars with petrol we started our journey North, we had a coffee and pie
stop in Culverden which gave us just that little extra energy we needed to make sure we
didn’t pull in to Maruia Springs for the weekend…it was tempting…and in hindsight would
have been a good idea too…but I wouldn’t have wanted to miss out on all the fun had on
the Lake Stream track.
Around 11am we were all ready to start walking, packs on, too many clothes on, carrying
tents, ice axes and crampons! About one meter after the sign telling us where to go we
crossed the first stream and even though we tried we didn’t manage to keep any feet dry
for much longer. Lake Stream track is a narrow marked track that follows the main stream
up into the valley through beautiful beech forest which was accentuated by the sunlight
falling through the canopy.
The pies had worn off by 12:30 and we stopped for lunch in a nice sunny spot along the
stream. Continuing up the track, we crossed the stream a few more times (probably
around 8 times in total) and watched as the amount of snow on the ground started slowly
increasing. Through the tree canopy, we could see the tall snow-capped peaks
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surrounding us and the cloudless blue sky. Around 3pm, we arrived at the lake. The snow
was almost knee-deep in the open clearings, but only a few centimetres around most of
the lake. The water was partly frozen and many little streams threaded through the
surrounding grassy marshes.
We set up camp next to the bivvy just as the sun sank behind the mountains. Our fearless
leader Andrew wanted to make it up to the upper tarn, so a few of us loaded our packs
with the essentials and took off. At this point, our ice cold soggy boots had taken their toll
and most of us had completely numb feet. After about 100m of walking in the snow
towards the tarn (and another stream crossing), we decided that maybe we should save
the climb for the morning, and turned back to camp.
The evening consisted of a range of wondrous one pot dinner concoctions and hot cups of
tea, followed by a crampon boot fitting class with Andrew. Then the moment we’d all been
waiting for, snuggling up in our sleeping backs and trying to ward off the cold. Sleeping on
snow, not the most pleasant of experiences and one we’re glad to say we’ve achieved but
not one I think we’d replicate in a hurry.
The next morning we woke to frozen water bottles, frozen boots and stiff laces. Shoving
our barely thawed feet into them we packed the bare essentials for another go at getting to
the upper tarn. Two of the smarter people in the group decided that staying in their
sleeping bags and drinking tea was the preferred option.
Just after 6.30am, five of us headed up the valley. Initially the snow was only knee deep,
but this quicly became mid-thigh deep and soon started reaching our waists. After a couple
of hours of clambering over and under and around many trees, streams, boulders and
massive holes in the snow, we reached a point with beautiful views back down the valley
onto lake stream and the tents at the bivvy as well as up the valley toward the tarn where
the rugged rocky range of mountain ridges started catching the sun. Here, our wise leader
decided that it was time to head back down to the bivvy.
Back at the bivvy it was time for hot drinks and packing up camp (and for dry warm socks
for those lucky enough to have a pair left), before heading back down the valley track. The
number of stream crossings seemed to have increased, but after a couple of hours our
feet were no longer frozen. We had lunch in the sun in a moss covered clearing
surrounded by old beech trees, a short break in the afternoon at a deep green pool (the
perfect swimming hole…). Basking in the sun as it filtered through the trees to the valley
floor on our way out it was hard to believe that we’d woken up that morning with frozen
toes and ploughed our way through waist deep snow. What a great contrast it was!
Isabelle Gensberger, Ruby Sibley, Sephrah Rayner, Judith van Dijk, Camilla Gardiner,
Lovisa Eriksson, Andrew Tromans
20-21 August 2016

Snow Craft Course No. 3
Or “Out with the Old and In with the New”
This winter saw a number of club trips disrupted due to lack of snow. The Beginner Snow
Skills Course 1 originally scheduled for early July, was postponed till August 20-21st in
order for the pesky white stuff to appear. Renamed Snow Skills Course 3, Warwick led the
course, and both Warwick and Tom were instructors. Our group of 10 left Christchurch for
Arthur’s Pass on a clear Friday evening. A polar blast 10 days earlier had deposited snow
requiring motorists to use chains, but nothing had fallen since. Most of us were dusting off
our snow skills, and in my case gear which had spent its’ best years inside a plastic bag in
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my garage!
Mani and Harpreet were already there with the
fire lit and the hut nicely warmed. We spent the
rest of the evening settling in, fitting crampons
and getting day packs ready for tomorrow’s
instruction at Temple Basin. Well! 3 lots of
crampons proved deficient. Scotty had to cut
chunks of rubber off his boot soles to get his
brother’s crampons to fit. Lorraine had a 10
point and a 12 point in her pair, (Bernhard this
could be loo-loo territory) and I couldn’t get my
new Grivel Classic Wides to fit. Upon reading
the instructions I discovered I’d bought the
wrong type! (more loo-loo territory). Just so
The team ready for action
everyone knows, which I’m sure you do
anyway, the wide version is for ski touring and
telemark boots, all those boots with a wide toe box. When fitting on the boot correctly, my
front points disappeared well beneath my boot and there was no width adjustment. Well
they would just have to do! I’d brought along my ancient Salawas as a back-up, managed
to adjust the bar once the CRC had loosened the locking nuts, and then realised that
despite having been lovingly stored for 20 years, the neoprene straps had perished and
the buckles all rusted up. Ahh! Though in their defence they fitted my boot much better
than the Grivels. Of course, no anti snowballing plates and fiddling with straps with cold
hands isn’t ideal. Thankfully at this stage it was bedtime, and with an early start ahead we
hit the foam and I’m pleased to say there were no snorers! I even heard a kiwi call about
2am (yes I was on snorer patrol).
Saturday we rose and shone at 7am, and the microwave irradiated bowls of scrambled
eggs and porridge in equal proportion. The smell of fried bacon and eggs teased us all.
There were no dieters in the group! Once we poked our noses outside, we saw that the
sun was definitely sleepin’ on the job. The day was cold and over-cast, with clouds rolling
down from the Pass and obscuring the mountains. I gazed imploringly at the Coffee sign
as we flashed through the village. Some city habits are hard to forego. We wedged our
cars in-between skiers’ vehicles at Temple Basin car park, and headed uphill at 9.30am.
The snow on the track had been well compacted by boots since the last snowfall and was
slippery. The views were good as we gained height, and I was optimistic the sun would
appear. But once the zig zag was over, the drizzle started, then snow flurries and a bruisecoloured cloud cover descended. It was a real slog in the soft snow up to the A-frame
shelter, which is in sad disrepair. A brick bat to DOC for refusing to maintain it and a
bouquet to the CMC who are trying to restore it so it remains open for public use. I’d
gotten wet, and appreciated somewhere to sit in shelter while I re-clothed.
The snow conditions weren’t looking good for us or the skiers, and judging from the noise
coming from the CUSC ski lodge some were already in party mode. The Pages Basin tow
was closed but hardy souls were organising a snow board competition in Cassidy Basin.
Everyone duly arrived, except Warwick and Arthur. Tom showed off his pair of Wilderness
full- length zip bib over trousers, bought from the Ferrymead Op Shop for $34! Part of the
trip for me was to get the gear sorted, and as a result I had just about two of everything,
which was silly as my pack was way too heavy. I’d had visions of sitting on a sun-drenched
snow slope under fine skies with the opportunity to try all my duplicate gear - ice axes,
crampons, sunglasses and o’trou and see what worked best. (Well one thing that didn’t
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work well was me under a heavy pack!)
Still no Warwick or Arthur. There were a number of scantily clad (no not that scantily)
CUSC members also walking up. Maybe someone was in the throes of hypothermia and
they were assisting? Warwick duly arrived, but not Arthur – despite seeking advice before
the course on whether his boots were crampon-compatible, he’d fallen victim to the
dreaded Flexiboot Syndrome. They proved too flexible for the small and non-adjustable
front toe-strap, and his crampons kept falling off. There were crampons for hire at the ski
lodge gear shop, but he didn’t know this and had decided to head back to Christchurch. So
now we were 9...
We layered up and assembled outside in the gentle snowflakes, and Tom discussed
avalanche danger which was deemed low. The basics of walking in crampons and carrying
the axe were demonstrated. With the advent of anti-balling plates there was no need to tap
the crampons with the axe anymore. Tom showed us his trick of using duct tape on his
crampons as an anti-balling device, which works just as well. We headed off into Bill’s
Basin in search of some harder snow. It was surprising how exhausting slogging through
soft, sticky snow was. It was just hard enough to stand on until you took a step, and then
through you plunged! If you got cunning and followed in footprints, you just sank even
deeper. Despite the freezing conditions I found sweat pouring down my face and my
glasses fogged up so badly it was like peering out through a steam room. I took them off
and I still couldn’t see! (Any tips for stopping foggy glasses?) Given the lack of sun and
contrast it was also hard to determine any depth of field in the white landscape. I began to
appreciate how monotonous white landscapes could be quite deceptive.
We found a snow basin and did self arrest, but the snow was pretty soft and sticky, and
slides terminated abruptly in a bolster of snow. Tom covered things like anchoring your
pack whilst seated with your ice axe to prevent it having a downhill adventure, tying things
like gloves to your person to prevent them blowing away. We continued on and found a
rocky outcrop with some ice and Tom showed us how to position all the crampon’s points
on the slope, which required flexible ankles and knees. It being 2pm we parked up on a
rocky outcrop and had lunch, watching the snow boarders wiping out on the Cassidy tow,
with cheers echoing though snowflakes and cloud. Mani took his leave and went off
exploring higher up.
After lunch, we climbed a couloir into Bill’s Basin which was exhausting. Although my
sturdy wooden Chounard did the job, it was heavy compared to a modern metal axes. Or
maybe I’m just weaker now! The cloud descended more, and by 3.30pm we were looking
down on Pages Shelter and the deserted basin. An executive decision was made to
forego a trudge to Temple Col and head back. We got an opportunity to slide above the
lodges, but with a dodgy run out and skiers in the vicinity we didn’t linger. I rediscovered
the art of glissading using the axe to slow down (careful lady driver). We had a brief stop at
the A-Frame, then headed back down the track, opting to wear crampons for a good part
of it. The last of us (ie me) were down at the car park by 5.20pm, and we were all warming
up in the club hut by 5.30, and hanging out our wet gear for drying. Earth Sea & Sky’s
Helium high loft jacket performed as designed, and I hadn’t morphed into a sweat monster.
The new gear had worked! (I was surprised). Despite no glorious bum sliding ops, it’d
been a good day out in the mountains gaining experience and confidence in these less
than optimum snow conditions. What would have been an easy scramble in summer, takes
twice as long in winter and requires a lot more fitness. But once you’re there and got it all
sussed, it’s “Wow, what a winter wonderland”.
The forecast for Sunday was bad so Mani and Harpreet returned to Christchurch. Then we
were 7...Andrew and I wobbled off to the Kea for a curry and pint, which hardly touched
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the sides (amazing how dehydrating snow crafting can be!). There are some good photos
of Oscar Coberger on the walls. Back at the club hut various potions were boiled and fried
and Tom put 3 courses of bubbling nosh into hollow legs over the evening!
Sunday dawned, and we packed up and gave the hut a good clean. It was raining and the
Pass was clagged in. After a detour to the dumpsters in the village, we headed to Mt
Cheeseman Ski field for Day 2 of snow fare, leaving the clag behind at Paddy’s Bend. It’s
a long drive up to Mt Cheeseman ski field, but the views of Castle Hill Basin and the
Torlesse Range are superb. It’s worth driving up here just for the view! A few cars were
already coming down which was ominous…and when we parked and attempted to get out,
we knew why: an eye-wateringly cold, gale force westerly hit us and just about ripped the
car doors off! We staggered up to the lodge, which was humming like a beehive with
displaced skiers. We had an obligatory photo shoot and decided the conditions weren’t
conducive to instruction (darn still no resolution to those duplicates), so headed for
Springfield. After coffee and petrol money divvied up, we were back in Christchurch at
2pm.
We’d had a great trip, and enjoyed the comforts of the club hut which really is a “home
away from home.” I learned that old gear is best replaced with newer, lighter gear, (this is
called progress), and old gear needs to be oiled reverently and stored for posterity! I’ll be
investing in a full length zipped o’trou and making sure leather boots are well waterproofed
for snow. And everyone, make sure your crampons fit before you go! I have a pair for
sale.... Thanks to Warwick and Tom for their instruction and Mani and Lorraine for their
photos.
Snow-Crafters were Tomyu Hu and Warwick Dowling (instructors), Mani and Harpreet
Singh, Lorraine Poole, Mohamad Ayat, “Scotty” Kieran Scott, Arthur Marsh, Andrew Ecker
and Kay Taylor (scribe).

Obituary: Steve Berry (Possum Eyes)
5th August 1944 - 13th September 2016
This month we were shocked to learn that a
well known member of the club passed away.
I first met Steve on a base camp at Palmer
Lodge in Lewis Pass lead by Dave Jenkinson
in October 1986. The trip was washed out
and on the Saturday night we would learn
about Steve’s plans for the future and what
he had done before coming on the trip.
Steve was a great talker and told us he came
from Hari Hari on the West Coast. He was a
deer culler, working on farms and various
other jobs. It was while he was doing his OE
he gained experience in the camping tour industry as a driver for Contiki. Later on
returning to New Zealand he was a founding member of Moa Trek which did camping tours
throughout New Zealand. The company was later sold to Contiki and Steve went on to
other things.
Steve went on other trips and joined the Christchurch Tramping Club in December
1986.The next trip I went on with Steve was a Christmas trip lead by Dave Jenkinson
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December 1986 and this time it was the Routeburn track and Milford track with some of us
going over Dore Pass to save paying for the boat fare. The other summer trips that Steve
and I were on included Beans burn, Fohn Saddle, Rock burn, Rees-Dart, Caples
Greenstone, Nelson Lakes, Kahurangi, Cobb Valley, Mt Arthur Tablelands, Lonely Lake.
Steve also did some big epic trips lead by Grant Wheaton, including: Karangarua
River, Bracken Snow field, Beans Burn- Cascade, Lansborough-Karangarua River.
Steve was at times a trip leader. It did not matter if a trip was hard, moderate or easy, if it
looked good for him he would go on it. Once he even went on the senior social group
around the Botanic Gardens.
Steve was really good on these trips as he was helpful, giving encouragement to the
weary and sore, and providing entertainment in the evenings with card games and
socializing. His tramping gear was interesting with an old Torre pack and milk containers
for water bottles known as Berry cans. One surprise that came out of his pack was an old
transistor radio that he said he used in his deer culling days. The reason for the radio was
that he could listen to the weather forecast and debate his interpretation of the forecast
with others who had different interpretation. His attire when tramping included rubber
gummies, rubber gloves and yellow long johns known as chicken legs.
Steve was a great social person at dinners, outings, barbeques, and parties. He would put
newcomers at ease and invite them into the group making sure that they would not be left
out and talking to them and finding out everything about them. He had other activities such
as wine tasting and it was noted that he very good at it. He did have one problem; that was
time. Unless he was really pushed he would be late for most things. Most people run on
standard time, Steve ran on Berry time. One could expect a visit from Steve at odd hours
of the day and night usually as one was getting ready for bed. One interesting hobby of his
was newspaper cuttings. He would spend time cutting out articles out of the paper sending
them on to people who he thought may be interested.
Sport was a big thing and Steve was a follower of cricket and rugby and other sports that
were capturing headlines at the time. He would express his views in his emails sent across
the city and country. He was known to be careful with his money and at times would bike
across town to get a bargain at a supermarket.
Steve’s heart was on the West Coast especially in the Hari Hari area where he was raised
on a farm. He bought the ex grocery store hoping to run some of his ventures from here.
Also he invested in a bush block north of Hari Hari. He spent time on the Cascade river
white baiting every season with family and friends.
We have lost a friend and fellow tramper and we extend our condolences to his family.
Chris Curry.

Classifieds
Classified Ads: For Sale: Macpac Possum baby/smallish child carrier. VG condition,
ready to go! Ideal for parents AND grandparents. Never too young to tramp with this
classic pack!! Has sunshield and foot stirrups. $70. Ph Kay 03 3584580 or text to
0221526158. Thanks Kay Taylor.
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More about the CTC
Club Officers
President:

Steve Bruerton

322-6196

Vice President: Chris McGimpsey

03 3589125

Secretary:

David Selway

03 326 3344

Treasurer:

Natasha Sydorenko 0223140684

Club Captain:

Alan Ross

384-6425

New Members
Chris McGimpsey
Rep:

03 3589125

Day Trip
Organiser:

03 3764453

Elizabeth Eadon

Overnight Trip
Organiser:

Bill Johnson

022 049 3453

Social
Convenor:

Kay Taylor

03358-4580

Gear Custodian: Bernhard Parawa

337 3125

Editor:

027 520 6464

Karen Tait

Hut Convenor: Gareth Caves

027 882 5563

IT Convenor:

351-2344

Richard Lobb

Access Officer: Ian Dunn

021 214 1907

Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please
book and pay before leaving town; the club bank account number is 38-9017-0279838-00
(Kiwibank/Christchurch Tramping Club). Include your name and the words "hut fees" in the
particulars/code/reference fields. Phone Gareth Caves 027 882 5563 for booking and key
code; or if he’s away, Steve Bruerton 322 6196; or if they’re both away, Rex Vink 3525329.
Hut fees are $15 member, $15 member's partner, $20 non-member, $5 kids under 12. If
you find any problems or maintenance required, please contact the hut convenor, Gareth
Caves.
Equipment Hire: The Club has a range of
equipment for hire. The Gear Custodian is
Bernhard Parawa, ph. 337 3125. Note: club
gear assigned to you is your responsibility;
please take care of it. Please make sure you
put tents inside your pack. Tents attached to
the outside of your pack can be easily
punctured when bush bashing or even lost.
This may result in serious damage to your
bank account! Please air and dry tents after
taking them on a trip even if they are not
used, and report any damage to the gear
custodian.

Rates for Gear Hire:
Tent

$3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons

$4 per weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel

$4 per weekend

Large/small weekend
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets

Free

Personal locator beacons

Free

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 20 October 2016 – Thanks.
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